Teresa L. Todd is a trial attorney, with over thirty years of experience in personal injury litigation;
and, she has been a registered civil mediator since 1995. While continuing to do some personal
injury work, Terri now devotes the majority of her time to doing work as a mediator and arbitrator.
Terri’s background and experience as a trial attorney enhance her effectiveness in that role. The
focus of her mediation practice is on cases involving personal injury, wrongful death, medical
malpractice, subrogation and insurance disputes.
Terri has served on the Board of Directors of the Indiana Trial Lawyers Association since 1992 and
is a Past President of the Association. She is a member of ITLA’s College of Fellows and served
as the Editor of ITLA’s quarterly publication, Verdict, from 2003 until 2010.
Terri is also a Past President of the Indiana Chapter of The American Board of Trial Advocates
(ABOTA) and has served as a member of the Executive Committee of the Litigation Section of the
Indianapolis Bar Association. She also served on the Board of Directors of the Indiana Continuing
Legal Education Forum for several years and is a past member of ICLEF’s Long-Range Planning
Committee.
Terri is the co-author of a three-volume treatise on Indiana tort law and throughout her career, she
has been a frequent speaker and program chair for ITLA seminars and ICLEF’s continuing legal
education programs. Terri has authored numerous articles that have been published in Verdict,
and has written materials for many seminars, dealing with a wide variety of subjects relevant to
personal injury cases, civil litigation and trial practice, and alternative dispute resolution, including
mediation and arbitration. Terri teaches at Advanced Civil Mediation Training Programs, she is a
member of the faculty of ICLEF’s Trial Advocacy College and she is a past member of the faculty
of the National Institute for Trial Advocacy (NITA) trial skills programs.
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